
Home Work No 1
Last Date : Thursday Apr 15, 2010

1. Basic Network Fundamentals :   Types of Network, CAT 1-6, Cabling, 
NIC, Packet, OSI (SDU & PDU) , Bandwidth, Topologies, Network Hardware (hub, 
gateway, Switch, router etc), Switching (Circuit, Packet), Frame 
Relay, ATM, ISDN, Physical Address, MAC address, IP address (ipv4, 
ipv6), TCP/IP, TCP/IP improvisations, Services (HTTP, FTP, Telnet, 
SSH, DNS, SLIP/PPP) subnetting and netmask, DHCP Dynamic addresses vs 
static addresses, Linux shell programming, /etc/services, etc. 

2. Linux Compilation :   Kernel Compilation , Menuconfig, LILO, GRUB, 
Configuring the Network Addresses (multiple NIC) , ifconfig, route. 

Compile the source (You will make a small change to the Linux Kernel, compile the kernel and 
boot to your compiled kernel)
(a) Insert this code in the idle loop, particularly in a proper place within 
cpu_idle function in /usr/src/redhat/BUILD/kernel-
2.6.15/vanilla/arch/i386/kernel/process.c

static int i=0; 
i++; 
if((i%1000)==0) 
{  printk(KERN_DEBUG "Here I am: %s: 1\n", __FILE__); 
   i = 0 ;
}

Compile and reboot with new compiled version. Use the following command
$dmesg  (to see the string gets printed)

(b)Browse the Linux kernel code using cscope.Install and setup cscope.

Answer the following questions about the code:
• Find and list the functions calling do_softirq
• Show the code for do_gettimeofday.What does this function do?
• What does rdtsc do?

(c) Simplex is a CPU-bound application..Simplex is a commonly used nonlinear numerical 
method for optimizing multi-dimensional unconstrained problems belonging to search 
algorithms.In particular, we can use a modified version of the downhill simplex method 
code. This program is a computationally heavy application with no disk or network I/O 
operations.The execution time is measured in microseconds.[Reference : G. Kaczmarczyk, 
“Downhill Simplex Method for Many (~20) Dimensions”, Available at
http://paula.univ.gda.pl/~dokgrk/simplex.html   ].  You need to calculate the execution times 
for UP and SMP system in micorseconds

http://paula.univ.gda.pl/~dokgrk/simplex.html
http://paula.univ.gda.pl/~dokgrk/simplex.html


3. IP filtering setup   Configuring Linux firewall, (IPFWADM - Shell scripts for setting email, 
Web and DNS traffic through, sysconfig), IP filtering setup (IPCHAINS), IP 
tunneling,  IPSec & VPN configuration, IPSec & PPTP masquerading,

4. SQUID (  http://squid.nlanr.net/   ) TIS, SOCKS and other commercial proxies   - Proxy 
configuration, IPT ables Authentication server and client rules (./authsrv), 
Traffic BW- regulation, splitting, combining. Do comparative analysis of all proxies and isolate 
the best one for our purpose.

5. Find out How intruders get around the things which firewall and  proxies are not supposed to do 
(Proxies restrict what you can do, what protocols that are accepted, what sites you can visit and 
what TCP ports that are let through. It also allows your company or friend to log and supervise 
you. ) 

NB :-
Everyone has to actually do all the activities and acquire  hands-on experience
Read books uploaded in Files Section, Linux HOWTOs and 
http://www.linuxhomenetworking.com/
Come prepared  (Wear Tight Pants!) with nice PDF Presentations (preferable LaTeX)

http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&q=http://squid.nlanr.net/&usg=AFQjCNFbzpdw6vxV9Imju9YWBcaVvCNzcQ
http://www.linuxhomenetworking.com/

